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by Jane Montgomery 
Horne Economics Freshman 
J EWELRY is probably the most versatile accessory 
to dress up last year's outfits and to set off this 
year's new ensembles. Pearls are classic springtime 
jewelry, yet they are appearing this spring in new and 
exciting styles as well as in the conservative tradi-
tional. 
It is said time and time again that a girl should 
bring to college at least one basic dress. And we be-
lieve that a coed should have a basic jewelry wardrobe, 
too. 
What could be more basic than pearls? They have 
the power to reflect the mood of the wearer, to com-
pliment her coloring and personality and to make the 
plainest dress fit for the most dressy occasion. 
For example, the classic one-strand necklace can be 
worn consistently with anything from a casual pastel 
sweater to a scooped-neck party dress. The dainty 
spherical shaped earring or flattened earring can dress 
up your favorite suit. A simple choker and bracelet 
set are a winning accessory team for any dress, tailored 
or frilly. 
Pearls are available now in almost every color - in 
delicate pastels and dramatic shades. Nosegays of 
spring flowers are being worn at the neckline with 
chokers. 
Large, heavy chokers, bracelets and dog collars are 
being shown in the Chicago area. But lacy-looking 
pearl bibs are the newest necklace vogue. These bibs 
are extreme fashion and can be worn successfully by 
only the very sophisticated. 
The newes t earrings are large, flattened discs which 
cover almost half the ear. Plain and engraved gold 
edging around the large pearl offers a pleasing vari-
ation. Dangle earrings of gold rope and pearl clusters 
give a dramatic touch. Unusual variations of the hoop 
earring, a favorite last season, are seen this spring. 
Several hoops made of large pearls are being used 
and often are combined with gold. 
Although barretts and clips are still being worn in 
the hair, the newest hair fashion is the tiara, coronet 
or pearl cap. This trend is due to the British coro-
nation influence. Pearls are being used in combination 
with rhinestones, gold beads an~ crystal beads. 
Because of the eye-catching new styles, we predict 
that pearls will be your biggest accessory accent for 
spring of 1953. 
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